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My dear parents and students, we were always
attracted to the thought - Home is the first school
and School is the second home. In fact, today it
has come true. Corona virus has altered our life
including our school system, teachers, children
and parents. Let's avoid the negativities and look
into positivity. Our homes have become schools
and parents have become teachers too.
Unimaginable! But it's a fact we have to live with
now and invariably it is happening- whether we
are rich or poor, far or near. E- Learning has
emerged as the best way of imparting education.
It gives us great joy to meet you all through this E-
magazine, a great way to communicate and be
creative. Enjoy our magazine as we move on with
our lives. 
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We thank all who contributed to this endeavour. Be assured that the management,
teaching and nonteaching of the TODDLERS N KIDS is working towards making
this lockdown a self-reliant. We will not leave any stone unturned in educating our
students. I remain grateful to all the parents and well-wishers for your priceless
support and cooperation at this moment. We hope that you would enjoy your
journey as you sail through this enchanted ocean of brilliance our sincere advice to
the students - Do not lose hope. Concentrate on the silver lining amidst the
thickest and darkest cloud at present you all soon- refreshed and rejuvenated. 
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Time for Collaboration
As being teachers and parents of toddlers one cannot educate
children in the best way by working alone- they need to
collaborate and work hand in hand for the best learning
experience. As far as my experience says we must follow The
Three C's for an effective Parent-Teacher Partnership:

 Communication, Consistency and Collaboration

Our Mentors

The manner in which Toddlers N Kids communicate and interact with parents affect the
extent and quality of parents' home involvement with their children's learning. Teachers teach
the kids in their best adoptable way that is play way method. They really enjoy and learn
through this. The few effective communications followed by us are : Time to time review of
the kids behaviour at home, appreciating kids for their participation in various activities and
learnings, social media uploads, newsletters , recognising and appreciating parents for their
support and effort by announcing them as the star parents of the month. Parents also benefit
from child's education by getting ideas as to how a particular topic is taught in different ways,
upgrade themselves from traditional teaching to modern teaching. Teachers also benefit in
this process as they are in contact with parents and learn more about student's needs and
home environment which they can apply towards the betterment of the child. 

When there is a healthy communication consistency is automatically followed for any success
consistency is a must. Consistency is appreciated by awarding certificates for 100%
attendance. Involving parents in activities makes the child more happy and comfortable in
school. Parents support after school learning by interacting with their child positively about
school and teachers providing a supportive environment at home and nurturing the child's
interest. The most supported a child feels at home the more effectively they will learn at
school. 
I really appreciate the hardwork of both teachers and parents for nurturing and shaping the
little minds.

MS NEHA SINGHAL



Enabling our kids to develop a happy outlook
 

Little toddlers who have just stepped out in the world of
technology and online learning need a lot of space to think clearly,

develop socially and learn new skills .It is important that good
mental health helps them to achieve this as the pandemic has

kept them indoors for a long period of time.

Our Mentors

Happiness is the greatest human expression. Self-aware, sensitive and emotionally mature
children are far more successful owing to their advanced ability to engage in meaningful
relationships. School parents and family members are major stakeholders who contribute to
the healthy environment of the child and his/her well-being so a collaboration is very
important.
Being parents of young kids who are attending school for the first time there is a lot of
anxiousness which I believe you all have but with few tips here and there and few
understandings we all can help our children to adjust confidently.
We should try to promote self- awareness as they all are different and unique in their own
ways. We should disallow comparing of themselves, celebrate their differences to aim to
stimulate good character and resilience. The self acceptance and acceptance of others would
help them to adjust confidently in the outer world. We should help them to begin early in in
their behaviour checklist to fall in right social pattern keeping their identity intact.
Special pattern development can be taken care of by exploring the possible reasons behind
them. We should keep them busy and away from intentional bad news. Conversations with
them help them to ease into any situations, talk and conversation always help the child to
adjust and accept the tense environment. We should always remember that there is no stigma
around any kind of counselling which is required in any case of slow graph of development.
Remember to be open for it. As our toddlers exhibit and resonate every action of their parents
so high happiness quotient parenting always help to create happy environment and outlook for
our kids.

Sending positivity and happy hopes.

MRS MUSKAN MATHUR



As the administrator, I am thankful for everyone who has worked so hard to encourage and
support the learning in and out of the virtual classroom. I would like to also thank our hard
working and compassionate faculty and staff who have made a huge difference in our
students’ lives. I have seen repeatedly the dedication and passion they bring to the
classroom on a daily basis. For this and so many other countless acts you take on day in and
out, we are truly grateful. Thank you for providing a positive change in learning experiences
for our students.
It gives me immense pleasure to share with you the first edition of our E-newsletter for this
session. This E-newsletter is the testimony of the new learning opportunities for our
teachers and students. I would like to appreciate you as parent for being with us in all our
efforts to provide best learning environment to our students.
We hope and believe that you would like this E-newsletter.

I want to thank you all for your patience and support over these months.
I am so grateful to be associated with the amazing parents and students
here at Toddlers N Kids, DIG. Thank you for entrusting your children
with us virtually each day. While it is no comparison to working with
them and helping them learn and grow in person, we hope that soon
enough we will all be in campus together again.

Our Admin

MRS  SWATI 
 KESHARWANI



Every new beginning emerges from 
some others end.....

The vacations just flew by and we are all on the threshold of a new
beginning. The new school year has begun, and the ball has started to roll
picking up the right momentum. Remember, childhood is not a race to
see how quickly a child can read and write. Rather childhood is a small
window of time to learn and develop at a pace which is right for them. 

In the past we have applied many new practices and principles in the
classroom, to enrich the learning environment. Keeping pace with the
time, we have revamped and are now ready to take challenges afresh.

We truly value your support and contribution. So, here's our first
Newsletter with an essence of our monthly activities so that you are
abreast too. Our plan is not only to chum out literates but to nurture well-
rounded personalities who are curious, confident and respectful.

Everyryr

Teacher's Corner

Miss Ankita Singh Miss Amber Ziya Miss Hansa Chhabra



Incredible India  &  Enriching Tradition

Date Day Activity

FRIENDSHIP
 DAY 

SENIOR
CITIZENS DAY

01/08/21

08/08/21

12/08/21

13/08/21

19/08/21

29/08/21

WORLD
ELEPHANT  DAY

WORLD LEFT
HANDERS DAY

WORLD 
PHOTOGRAPHY DAY

NATIONAL 
SPORTS DAY

Presentation of story-
Krishna & Sudama 

Explain empathy, regards and love n care
towards elderly people in house

Elephant Games & Craft to understand
and loveable animal more

To tell family & friends how proud one is of being left-
handed, also to raise awareness of the everyday issues
that lefties face in a world designed for right-handers

through video ppts

Share memory behind a photograph
Kids will speak few lines about any photograph

of them and why they like or dislike it.

The sport I play or would
 love to play 

Learning Theme of the Month (August)



09/08/21 – 14/08/21

The students & family must be assigned a state of India each. The whole week
information regarding these states must be shared and through experimental

learning students will explore more about the assigned state.
15th August, on Independence Day, the families will decorate one corner of their
house related to that place and dress up accordingly. They will then present their

state as a family.



 Let your child help with simple chores.

Encourage your child to play with other children. This helps him to learn the value
of sharing and friendship.

Be clear and consistent when disciplining your child. Explain and show the
behaviour that you expect from her. Whenever you tell her no, follow up with what
he should be doing instead.

Teach your child how to be safe around strangers.

Eat meals with your child whenever possible. Let your child see you enjoying fruits,
vegetables, and whole grains at meals and snacks. Your child should eat and drink
only a limited amount of food and beverages that contain added sugars, solid fats,
or salt.

Tips for Parents

Parenting Corner



"No words can describe how thankful I and my husband are to have Vikhyat of LKG-A be part
of the family of Toddlers and kids, under the qualified teacher along with educational

programs you have. The teachers are so helpful, full of support and encouragement also
bring the confidence in the class. What a months for Vikhyat and especially for us parents

knowing Vikhyat is in a very good environment that always keeps him motivated to attend
the classes and achieve his best. Thank you very much for your leadership and I trust

Toddlers and kids will more get recognize as one of the best education providers in Varanasi.
Thank You

Sincerely Jyotsana and Adarsh Kesari

Testimonials
Vikhyat's Parent (Jr KG)

Dear team Toddlers N kids Varanasi (UP)
We are writing this letter as an appreciation to the team Toddlers N kids who are very
helpful and supportive. The teachers are very knowledgeable and focused.
It is amazing to see my child's reading, writing, speaking and extracurricular activities
growth. We are sure that all the credit goes to the hard working team and experienced
teachers.

Thank you
Sincerely Shweta and Arjesh Verma

Akshita's Parent (Grade 2)

l I'm really thankful to the teaching staff of Toddlers N Kids because they are working very
hard and regularly with their students in this pandemic. I  wanted to admit my son in a

school where my son can get focus & learn. After admitting my son in Toddlers N Kids, I'm
fully satisfied with teachers and their efforts. At present time my son learns many rhymes,

sounds, numbers and prayers etc so I highly appreciate the teacher's efforts. My best
wishes and thanks to entire T'n'K team and specially Ankita Ma'am.

Thank You
Sincerely Ranjana and Ashish Kumar Maurya

Varchaswa's Parent (Nursery)

Anahita's Parent (Jr KG)
Dear team Toddlers N kids,
As we are aware that ongoing pandemic was immensely affected our children's education.
Being a mother of 4 year old who skipped her Nursery was a matter of deep concern but
Toddlers N Kids came as a ray of hope. This school was lovely, friendly and experienced
team of teachers who are 100% committed in developing every child's performance. My
daughter Anahita loves the 'AHA' trio i.e. Ankita, Hansa & Amber Ma'am. We are so grateful
and truly blessed to be a part of this world.

Thank you
Sincerely Apoorva and Ashutosh Singh



Star Kids

100% Attendance

Name- Varchaswa Maurya
Class- Nursery
(Week 1st, July)

Name- Umaima Shafaq
Class- Jr KG

(Week 1st, July)
Name- Shri Vardhan Rai

Class- Sr KG
(Week 1st, July)

Name- Ayushman Gupta
Class- 2

(Week 1st, July)

Name- Varchaswa Maurya
Class- Nursery

Month- June
Name- Umaima Shafaq

Class- Jr KG
Month- June

Name- Fareess Nadeem
Class- Sr KG
Month- June

Name- Akshita Verma
Class- 2

Month- June



Glimpses Of Learning

Mother's
 Day

Activity

Orientation
Day



Glimpses Of Learning

Origami Activity 
(Fine Motor Skills)

Language Bingo Activity

Earth Day Activity
(SD Goals)



Glimpses Of Learning

 Envelope Making Activity
(Fine Motor Skills)

Capillary Action Activity 
(Exploring Expedition)

 Flower Making Activity 
(Environment Friendly)



Glimpses Of Learning

Clown Day Activity (Topsy Turvy Fun)

Bird House Activity (SDG) 

THANKS TO OUR EDITORIAL TEAM
Mrs MUSKAN MATHUR Ms NEHA SINGHAL Mr YASH VERMA

(HEAD COORDINATOR) (DESIGNER)(HEAD COORDINATOR)




